Host SMLea says:
@Summary: Aboard the Andromeda, Captain Knight and Doctor Knight-Sky prepare to question Crewman Eldin regarding the suspicious message they received.
Host SMLea says:
Summary: Meanwhile, on Gehmohr, the away team works to find their bearings. Universal translators and communicators are offline, supplying more than one kind of language barrier.  However, the CSO has managed to route text communication from-tricorder-to-shuttle-to-other-tricorders.
Host SMLea says:
Summary: Emergency bulkheads have moved into place, securing the individual labs, as well as separating the lab areas from the central corridor from the service areas.
Host SMLea says:
Summary: The only remaining lighting appears to be biolighting in recesses ceiling alcoves, barely illuminating the dim rooms and corridors.
Host SMLea says:
Summary: McQuade is with Meekin in crew quarters, deck 12; Varesh and Power are in the central corridor - the XO between Sectors 3 and 4; the CNS between Sectors 7 and 8.
Host SMLea says:
Summary: MO Winters and CSO Ivara are both within Sector 7 corridors, but currently separated, while Ivara tries to reach Martinis, now trapped within Stellar Cartography. Foxx and Meklin are in a service corridor near Sector 3, attempting to power the computers.
Host SMLea says:
~"~"~"~"~"~"~"~"~"~Begin USS Andromeda Mission: "Safe Passage" - 11112.10~"~"~"~"~"~"~"~"~"~
MO_Wilcox says:
:: Taking a moment to realize his medical scanner had spoken to him, he stops working on opening the hatch to pick it up.::  CSO:  Doctor Wilcox here.  I hope you have some information to share.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
@::in the TL with Sierra, waiting for it to arrive on the bridge::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::takes a deep breath and extends his senses to see who is in the corridors and rooms surrounding him::
CEO_Ens_McQuade says:
::Runs his hand gently down Meekin's arm as they continue to kiss.::
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
@:: Following her husband, she says nothing, just waiting.  He knew her thoughts... and no matter how much she might try to block her emotions from him, between him being a strong telepath, but even more so the Vulcan marriage bond, it was challanging.::
CTO_Foxx says:
:: continues watching Melkin working underneath the console.::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
@::steps out onto the bridge and looks around for Eldin::
CSO_Ens_Ivara says:
::spots the reply on her tricorder and frowns then sends a message through the shuttle to MO Wilcox's tricorder saying, "I am in Section 7 corridor. Station appears to be in lockdown. Life support appears to be offline. What is your location?"::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
@CMO:  Sierra, do you think there is any chance we will be able to determine the origin of that message?
Host SMLea says:
<Melkin>::With a small snapping sound, the console above her suddenly flickers into life, the energies extending only about a 1 foot radius::
CTO_Foxx says:
::smiles, helping Melkin to her feet::
XO_LtCmdr_Conor says:
::flips open his tricorder and hits his commbadge:: *Andromeda* What is going on?
CSO_Ens_Ivara says:
::frowns at the message and appends, "Last was status report and directed to Lieutennant Willcox."
MO_Wilcox says:
:: A bit grumpily::  *CSO*:  Where I was basically abondoned.  I believe I am somewhere in sector seven.
YEO_Crew_Eldin says:
@::At the engineering console on the bridge, speaking with the duty engineer::
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
@ CO:  I do not know.  It depends on many factors.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
@::sees Eldin and makes his way toward him::
Host SMLea says:
<Melkin> ::Climbs to her feet, and begins accessing the panel, then pauses, looking back to Foxx with "What?" tilt to her head::
XO_LtCmdr_Conor says:
::shouts:: All: Anyone out there?
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
@::as he approaches Eldin, he stops and pauses for a second::  YEO:  Eldin, when was the last time the AT reported in?
YEO_Crew_Eldin says:
@::Looks up, coming to attention as the captain approaches, the duty engineer belatedly snapping to attention as well::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::feels the variety of minds around him and moves closer to the wall where he remembered a branching corridor to be. There had to be a manual override hatch, faintly hearing Conor's call from down the corridor::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
~~~XO: I'm here.~~~
CSO_Ens_Ivara says:
::types back to the MO, "Wilcox, I am in section seven near astrometrics. Should I come to you?" ::
YEO_Crew_Eldin says:
@CO:  Sir.  ::Glances to the running timer on the mission operations board::  Roughly fifty-seven minutes ago, Sir.  They're due to check in any time now.
XO_LtCmdr_Conor says:
~~~CNS: What is going on here, where are you?~~~
CTO_Foxx says:
:: talks::  Melkin:  I wonda, if we con get da universal communicator working in the small confines here.  ::Points to his communicator badge and then to her and himself::
Host SMLea says:
ACTION: In Meekin’s quarters, a small device suddenly begins beeping::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
@YEO:  I'm getting a strange feeling about our AT.  Let's give them those few minutes before proceeding further.  So onto other business.
MO_Wilcox says:
:: continues just speaking and letting the device translate to text::  *CSO*:  I have no idea... at the moment, I was trying to open up one of the hatches to head elsewhere.  Apparantly bulk heads are down everywhere I am at as well as hiding those in the labs.  I am hoping everyone is alright.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
~~~XO: I'm as much in the dark as you are and from what I can tell, we're at opposite sides of the corridor. I'll come to you.~~~ ::turns towards where he now knows Conor is and heads that way::
XO_LtCmdr_Conor says:
::sees the messages being relayed via tricorders and sends a message:: *All* This is the XO, regroup where possible and try make it back to the shuttle
XO_LtCmdr_Conor says:
::sends another message:: *All* And who turned out the lights?
CEO_Ens_McQuade says:
::Pauses and looks over at the tricorder sitting in the chair.::  Meekin:  I should see what that is about.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
@YEO:  Eldin, I need you to tell me something...anything about the message that came in for me.
CSO_Ens_Ivara says:
::looks at the reply confused for a minute then spoting the XO's message she replies "Commander Conor: Ivara here, cannot exit section seven. access to shuttle blocked. Life support offline.  Any other orders?  Wilcox: What is your current location?
CSO_Ens_Ivara says:
"::
Host SMLea says:
<Meekin>::Suddenly and forcefully sits up, still slightly tangled in McQuade:: Bonte!  ::Covers her mouth suddenly in remembrance, then removes her hand and smiles, just nodding::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::pulls out his tricorder as it beeps, peering at the message while heading towards the XO::
MO_Wilcox says:
*CSO*:  Do you know how to make your way back to the shuttle?  Same as before... section seven, medical labs.
CEO_Ens_McQuade says:
::Pulls himself up from the sofa kissing her cheek as he does.::  Meekin:  This should only take a moment.  ::Grabs the tricorder and sits back beside Meekin.::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
@CMO:  Sierra, take the PADD and run an analysis on it.  See if there is anything you can get from it.  ::passes the PADD to her::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::finishes reading the messages and uses his tricorder as a torch to light the way::
YEO_Crew_Eldin says:
@::Lifts his PADD to his face::  CO:  Sir, I can run a trace on the technical details, if you likeThe computer should be finished within a few minutes.  The sender was not specified with a typical Starfleet ID tag, which I thought was unusual -- but, of course, I could not examine the contents of the message itself.
CSO_Ens_Ivara says:
::begins moving towards the medical labs "Wilcox: We must enter central coridor and then access docking area." Has an idea and attempts to access the shuttle's transporter system remotely.::
YEO_Crew_Eldin says:
<edit - "if you like.  The">
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Takes the padd with a nod and moves over to exhilary science.::
YEO_Crew_Eldin says:
@CO:  However, I'll need your direct computer authorization, as I'm not cleared to examine the details of encrypted communiques.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
@YEO:  Yes, please run that trace.  Provide the CMO with as much detail as you can.
MO_Wilcox says:
:: Ignoring the other texts coming through.::  *CSO*:  Fine, I will continue with trying to open the hatch.  However, I hope you have more knowledge then I do on doing so.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
@YEO:  The CMO can examine the encrypted communiques.
CEO_Ens_McQuade says:
::Reads over the messages comming through on the tricorder.::  Types a return message:  Ensign McQuade reporting in from deck 12.  Still pumping Meekin for information.  Will send a status in an hour.
YEO_Crew_Eldin says:
@CO:  Understood, Sir.  Anything else before I begin, Sir?
Host SMLea says:
ACTION: XO and CNS can see the light of each other's tricorders.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
@YEO:  No, that is all for now.
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
@ :: Downloading the data, she begins to run a trace.  It has been a few years since she had done something like this, but the knowledge and abilty were not lost.::
CEO_Ens_McQuade says:
::Tosses the tricorder on the sofa next to them and places his hand on Meekin's shoulder.::  Meekin:  Now where were we.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::lengthens his stride to reach the XO:: XO: Varesh, reporting for duty... sir.
Host SMLea says:
<Meekin> ::Smiles and shrugs her shoulders, then slips away from McQuade's touch, pointing toward a device on her dresser, which she then moves towards::
CSO_Ens_Ivara says:
::looks at the results as she continues to head towards the medical labs, then sets the shuttle's sensors to sweep for explosive residue or damage::
YEO_Crew_Eldin says:
@::Turns quickly and moves over toward the science station::  CMO:  Captain Knight ordered me to report to you, Commander, in case I might be able to lend any technical expertise tracking down this transmission.
CEO_Ens_McQuade says:
::Stands and follows Meekin.::  Meekin:   Interesting.  What is it?
XO_LtCmdr_Conor says:
CNS: What happened here? My tricorder says main life support is down
CSO_Ens_Ivara says:
::reads over the CEO's message and replies, "McQuade: What is status of life support in your location? Also advice on repairing would be nice." ::"
CTO_Foxx says:
:: tries to think of another way, to communicate to activate the universal translator via the console for this small space, although having faith in Melkin's intelligence he knows she will pick up on a priority of communication::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
@::steps off to the side and hits his commbadge::  *XO*:  Conor, what is the status of the AT?
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
@ YEO:  I need only the specifics you can give me.  I am working on a trace.  :: her fingers dance along the console as she brings up the programs and commands needed.::
Host SMLea says:
@ACTION: Knight receives no response from the away team.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
XO: I don't know. I'm trying to get a fix on the otheres, but there are so many alien minds around us.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
@Computer:  Computer, are communications functioning properly?
XO_LtCmdr_Conor says:
CNS: We've got to try get back to the shuttle or figure out what is going on in here. Is this entire corridor sealed?
CEO_Ens_McQuade says:
::Hears the tricorder beep again, but decides to wait for Meekin.::
Host SMLea says:
@<Computer>XO: Communications are functioning within specificed parameters.
MO_Wilcox says:
:: The nice thing about a medical scanner, is it could scan anything... he just prefered it alive and quiet.::
Host SMLea says:
<Meekin> ::Takes the small box-like object within her hands, and sort of turns away from McQuade, whispering quietly into it::
YEO_Crew_Eldin says:
@CMO:  Sir, because the message was secure, I'll need clearance before I'm able to see so much as the transfer header.  The only thing I could see is that it was transmitted from outside the ship.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
XO: From what I could tell on my way here all the corridors are sealed off from this one by bulkheads and to get to the shuttle we need to get down at least one of the side corridors and use vertical lifts too.
YEO_Crew_Eldin says:
@::Turns his PADD over to her to have her enter her clearances::
CSO_Ens_Ivara says:
::sends message to the entire away team "Shuttle reports transporters functional. Station side shields block away team transport." ::
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
@YEO:  I however, do have clearance.  :: glances over at her husband as she picks up his concern::
XO_LtCmdr_Conor says:
CNS: See any terminals or access panels on the way down?
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
@CMO:  I am unable to contact our AT.  At this time, I'm going to assume it's because of the atmospheric interference.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
XO: I wasn't really looking, but one would think there will be some sort of access panel by one of the sealing bulkheads.
CSO_Ens_Ivara says:
::begins looking around outside the medical labs for the MO::
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
@ :: Takes the padd and downloads the information.  From there, she inputs the required codes for access.::
XO_LtCmdr_Conor says:
CNS: Know which bulkhead we should try to get back towards the shuttle?
CEO_Ens_McQuade says:
::Places his hands on Meekin's waist.::  Meekin:  Checking in?  Or something more diabolic?
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::frowns:: XO: I'm trying to recall, but I may have got turned around. ::tries pulling up a station schematic on his tricorder::
CTO_Foxx says:
:: takes off his com badge and hands it to Melkin taking it and her hand and placing it on the computer. He then poins at himself and her:: Melkin:  We need to get the UT working so that we can understand each other. 
XO_LtCmdr_Conor says:
::scans a bulkhead door to see what it is made of::
MO_Wilcox says:
@ :: Mutterring a littany under his breath, he looks over what he sees and pulls up old memories from one of those cross-teaming assignments he had with an engineer.::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
@::senses a bit of nervousness from Eldin::
Host SMLea says:
<Meekin>::Spins around suddenly at the touch, her posture clearly defensive for a moment, but she quickly looks relaxed, and just shrugs and smiles::
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
@ CO:  I have downloaded the message in a secured section in case of any viruses attached.  The computer is now running a couple of programs to decipher anything there might be.::
YEO_Crew_Eldin says:
@::Accepts the PADD again, and begins to take a look::  CMO:  Sir, I'll have the computer begin to work on this.  However, it appears as though it definitely came in through the external communications receiver.
XO_LtCmdr_Conor says:
~~~CO: Hello, is this thing on?~~~
Host SMLea says:
<Melkin> ::Tilts her head:: CTO: Mwen pa konnen ki sa w ap di, men mwen swete mwen te fè sa.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
@CMO:  How long before the computer gives us anything back?
Host SMLea says:
ACTION: Telepathy does not reach the distance.
XO_LtCmdr_Conor says:
::glances for the nearest terminal to his location::
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
@ :: Looks up::  CO:  It depends on what is here.  Is it simply what is looks like or is there more to this.
CEO_Ens_McQuade says:
::Notices Meekin's reaction.::  Meekin:  Is there something wrong?
CSO_Ens_Ivara says:
::Spots Wilcox sitting by a hatch:: MO: Sir?
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::checks the schematic:: XO: I'll check the station schematics what route we're supposed to take.
Host SMLea says:
<Meekin> ::Shrugs and smiles again, then holds up a finger in a "just a minute" gesture, then turns away once more, continuing to whispers verrrry softly into the device.
MO_Wilcox says:
:: Turns to look up::   CSO:  Ahh lass, it is good to see you.  :: pushes off to stand up, vacating his spot.::  I hope you are better with this then I.  This is as far as I have gotten.
CEO_Ens_McQuade says:
::Leans in a little closer and kisses her neck to see if he can hear what she is saying.::
CSO_Ens_Ivara says:
::tilts her head slightly to the side at the MO:: Better with what, sir?
MO_Wilcox says:
:: Sighs::  CSO:  Technology that is not medical.
XO_LtCmdr_Conor says:
::feels the bulkhead wall for any access panels or hatches::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::turns this way and that for a moment:: XO: Fifty feet that way is the corridor we need. ::points and leads the way::
CTO_Foxx says:
::Thinks for a second pausing, then tries again holding his hands to his chest:: Melkin: Foxx :: Then puts his hands on her shoulder. :: Melkin:  Melkin :: Then motions his hands between them:  Melkin:  Communicate ::Takes his Badge in his hand places it on the console and points::
YEO_Crew_Eldin says:
@CMO:  Hm.  The traceroute actually seems to be a bit off...  ::Reaches over to the computer console and brings up the timestamps::
CSO_Ens_Ivara says:
::checks her tricorder for the location of the local life support hub or the station's anologue, and speaks absently:: MO: It is like a patient.  Circulation and resperation have stoped.  In this case, Resperation is life support and circulation is power.  What do you worry about first?
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::Stops and turns back to the XO:: XO: Found something?
XO_LtCmdr_Conor says:
CNS: There is a panel here, lets see whats locking these doors. ::opens the panel::
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
@ :: simply watches::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::moves closer and scans the inside of the panel when the XO has it open::
CEO_Ens_McQuade says:
::Forcefully grabs her wrist and spins Meekin around in one quick motion.  He hand now behind her back.::  Meekin:  I think you better start answering some questions quickly.  ::Pulls up on her wrist and arm moving her to the sofa.::
MO_Wilcox says:
:: Points to the door::  CSO:  Getting inside without the proper tool.
YEO_Crew_Eldin says:
@::Blinks as the computer zooms out to the cross-section of the nearby station, alongside Andromeda, showing a diagram of the traceroute::
CEO_Ens_McQuade says:
<he hand = her hand>
YEO_Crew_Eldin says:
@::Half to himself, half to the doctor::  CMO:  Huh.
YEO_Crew_Eldin says:
@CMO:  According to this, the message origin was actually the arrays on the station...but the path didn't quite match up.  It actually looks like somebody aboard the Andromeda transmitted the message originally, and it was rebroadcast to Andromeda through the station arrays.
CTO_Foxx says:
::works on the console with Melkin::
YEO_Crew_Eldin says:
@CMO:  However, the comm records here on Andromeda don't show a transmission at that time, Sir.  I'll look into it.  ::Has the computer begin working to try to uncover any comm records that might've been buried::
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
@::Looks at Ethan::
Host SMLea says:
<Meekin> ::Drops the device as she's spun, as it clatters to the floor. Her face shows a moment of guilty panic:: CEO: Non!
CTO_Foxx says:
:: sees her pull up power levels, and sees that ALL systems are down except docking bay's to include life support::
Host SMLea says:
<Melkin> ::Does her best to help Foxx find the information he seems to be looking for. Each time the Starfleet man points at something, she enters the necessary commands to bring up more information on it::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
@::is a bit sidetracked about the AT, but senses Sierra::  CMO:  What does that tell us Sierra?
CTO_Foxx says:
:: points to the com badge he placed on the console, as he wants to communicate with the away team::
CEO_Ens_McQuade says:
::Tightens his grip.::  Meekin:  I want anwers now.  Raises his free hand.  The tricorder readings indicate a problem on the station.  Yet your action was to bring me here.
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
@ ~~~~ CO:  What we suspected before.~~~~  :: Turning back around, she taps one of the controls to find the more specific location.::
CSO_Ens_Ivara says:
::looks at the MO for a long moment, more then a bit of frustration crossing her face:: MO: Did you try the manual overide?
CSO_Ens_Ivara says:
::mentaly kicks herself for not even looking for it in astrometrics::
MO_Wilcox says:
CSO:  Yes..  :: just prevents himself from biting off the word.::
CTO_Foxx says:
:: sees that something is actually jamming the UT and combadge communications  on multiple subspace bands ::
CTO_Foxx says:
:: Frowns::
CSO_Ens_Ivara says:
MO: What are the life form scans sir?
XO_LtCmdr_Conor says:
CNS: See anything on how we may unseal these blast doors from here?
Host SMLea says:
<Meekin> CEO: Mwen weet nie wat ap pale sou! Kite m 'pou kont!
CSO_Ens_Ivara says:
::flips open her tricorder looking at the circutry scan of the door, tracing empty power paths to try and locate the manual bypass or emergency overide system::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
@CMO:  I don't care what it takes, I want to get an exact location from where this originated from.
MO_Wilcox says:
CSO:  Other then we are alive?  I haven't a clue.  It did not seem the most important information at the time.
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
@ CO:  I am working on it...
CSO_Ens_Ivara says:
MO: The people inside the lab?
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::points:: XO: Those are the manual override levers, I'm just trying to figure which is which.
CEO_Ens_McQuade says:
Meekin: Federation Standard!  ::Continues to pull her wrist back against her back.::  I don't want to hurt you, but unless I get truthful answers your arm will be the first thing you loose.
XO_LtCmdr_Conor says:
::points at the tiny text:: CNS: Chalak there, try translate them with your tricorder.
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
@ :: Pulls up a map flashing the origination point::  CO:  Engineering station on thebridge.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::holds the tricorder closer to get the script, running the translations::
Host SMLea says:
<Meekin>::Her expression cringes in tremendous pain, as for all their exterior protections, the Chalak/Agtak skeletal structure is not one of their strong points. Murmurs haltingly:: CEO: ..please...stop...
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
@ ::Pulls up the bridge senors:: CO:  Howeveer, I am not showing the station occupied at the time it was  sent.  The last user was the Ceo ten mintues before the message was sent.
CEO_Ens_McQuade says:
Meekin:  I will stop when I get answer.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::points to the middle lever:: XO: That one.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
@CMO:  Could it have somehow been routed through the console from a different area?
XO_LtCmdr_Conor says:
::pulls the middle lever::
YEO_Crew_Eldin says:
@::Looks at the doctor and shakes his head in response to the captain's question::
CTO_Foxx says:
:: points to the spectrometer graph, seeing a blast of noise across vibration amplitudesâ€¦ :: Melkin:  I wonder where all this noise is coming from.  We're definitely being jammed.
MO_Wilcox says:
:: checks:: CSO:  Their heartrates are a bit high, but they seem fine.  I am picking up about 50,000 life signs.
Host SMLea says:
<Meekin> ::Cringes further, trying to sink away from him:: CEO: ..Not hurt, you. Not want.
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Looks at the yomen and then standing, moves over to the engineering station.::
Host SMLea says:
<Melkin> ::Sees the spectrometer readings Foxx pointed to, and tilts her her in a question. Tries bringing up more information on the noise::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
@CMO:  There is absolutely no way I am going to believe it was McQuade.
CEO_Ens_McQuade says:
Meekin: My people are on this station without life support.  Has it been shut off intenitionally?  ::Continues to pull on her wrist.::  Meekin:  I will not hurt you if you give me the truth.
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
@ :: Says nothing as she begins to run a search, looking for messages placed to be sent either automatically or upon command.::
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
@CO: Check to see who was here before him.  The message could have been placed before him, ready to be sent on command.
XO_LtCmdr_Conor says:
::looks around after pulling the lever:: CNS: Seems like an anticlimax
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
XO: I know what you mean. I expected something more than... this.
XO_LtCmdr_Conor says:
CNS: Pull more levers?
Host SMLea says:
ACTION: After a suspicious delay, the bulkhead in question near the CNS and XO slowly slides open, as silent as air.
XO_LtCmdr_Conor says:
CNS: Ok, assuming similar panels exist around the station we should be able to get around and figure out what is going on here
CSO_Ens_Ivara says:
::moves to the group of leavers and pries off the pannel, fliping out her tricorder looking at the translated words on it:: MO: 50,000? that seems a bit high for a lab that size doesn't it?
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
@Computer:  Computer, identify all users of the bridge engineering station from the past 24 hours.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
XO: Aye, sir. Shall we? ::indicates the opened doors::
Host SMLea says:
<Meekin> CEO: Life support...?  Accident.
XO_LtCmdr_Conor says:
CNS: What does your map say is down this corridor? We should find a working terminal at least.
YEO_Crew_Eldin says:
@::Follows the doctor over::  CMO:  Sir, I can't get a definitive answer to the timestamp issue, but the best I can narrow it down, it seems like Ensign McQuade might still have been on the bridge at the time.  The narrow window would still have allowed him time to get to his quarters.
CEO_Ens_McQuade says:
Meekin:  Accident how?  ::Looses his pull on her wrist, but not his grip.::
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
@ :: Looks at Eldin with a lifted brow as he tries to implicate the engineer.::
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
~~~~ CO:  What do you know of your yoeman?~~~~
CTO_Foxx says:
:: watches the young alien women work, emergency light creating a soft glow on her face. He looks back to the console::
YEO_Crew_Eldin says:
@CMO:  Unfortunately, I can only narrow the window so far, given the lengths to which the transmission appears to be buried in the comm records, Sir.  ::Wonders what all of this is about, and given he doesn't know the contents of the message, wonders whether he could be implicating a senior officer in wrongdoing::
Host SMLea says:
<Meekin> ::Exhales slightly as the pain lessens:: CEO: Side-effect. Lock-down and jamming we knew. Life support...thought, different channel.
CSO_Ens_Ivara says:
::sweeps her eyes over the translated words on her tricorder and frowns waiting for the words to translate::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
@~~~CMO:  Not too much on this one.  He is filling in while Kaleb is out sick.~~~
MO_Wilcox says:
CSO:  That number is for the station... not just the labs here.
CSO_Ens_Ivara says:
::yanks on the 4th leaver, hoping that will help the MO make up his mind about their orders::
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
@ ~~~~ CO:  He is trying to implicate McQuade...~~~~
Host SMLea says:
ACTION: In Sector 7, the builkhead rises.
Host SMLea says:
~"~"~"~"~"~"~"~"~"~Pause Mission~"~"~"~"~"~"~"~"~"~
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